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money with your app. People transform their emotions into words which becomes the poetry we read. Urdu
Poetry is loved by everyone specially those who understands Urdu well. We can find poetry in almost all
languages as feelings are explained by people from all languages. Urdu Shayari is popular in Pakistan and
India as people can understand Urdu easily and can express themselves in their national language. From the
advent of sub-continent people were amused by poetry written in popular languages of that time. We can find
many popular poets from history as well as we can see different poetry types. People like to read poetry in
Urdu and also they were organizing gatherings to listen poetry from the poetry writers. Kings were also hiring
poets in the courts and were getting recreation from poetry in their free time. Poetry writers are usually very
sensitive because they observe the simplest and delicate things of the society. We prefer the unique poetry
which is not very common and which refresh us after reading. Sad poetry is also one of the poetry types like
romantic poetry and love poetry. At times we feel sad and wish to read some sad poetry to satisfy our
emotions so you can access dukhi shayari here. Mirza Ghalib is one of the best poet of his era, who his given
his life for poetry as has given us poetry in almost all genres. With the passage of time positive changes came
in Urdu language and Urdu language. Poetry is also considered as the essence of the literature in a language.
Many genres also developed in poetry with the evolution of the Urdu. We can find Qawali, Manqabat, and
Rubai in the genres of Urdu Poetry and also we can see that a lot of work has done on them. Now people not
only prefer to read poetry but also they prefer to attend the gatherings which are organized for listening poetry.
In such gatherings we can find all types of poetry such as romantic poetry, love poetry and sad poetry. Urdu
Point has a huge collection of poetry and if you want you must visit Urdu Point to get best Urdu Shayari. Urdu
Poetry which is deeply immersed in love is appreciated by the people who themselves have strong emotions of
love. They are the famous Urdu Poets of the past which are very popular today as well. In past, poets used to
write poetry on social issues such as poverty and slavery. Moreover, other than social issue they have been
writing on cultural issues as well. Searches related to love poetry in urdu love poetry in urdu romantic most
romantic love poetry in urdu love poetry in urdu for girlfriend love poetry in urdu for husband love poetry in
urdu romantic 2 line urdu love poetry for her love poetry in urdu for boyfriend love poetry in urdu sms Recent
changes: Poetry Poetry is considered as the language of emotions and feelings.
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Led by Pol Pot, a Maoist-inspired revolutionary who wanted to create an agrarian utopia, the Khmer Rouge
carried out a genocide that killed more than 1. Private property, religion, and money were all banned. Critics,
intellectuals, and middle-class people were executed by the hundreds of thousands, and many others perished
from starvation and overwork. Only a few prisoners are known to have survived the S, so much of what we
know about the site comes from the meticulous documentation recorded by its leaders and workers during the
3. A person transported to the prison first had his or her picture taken, thousands of which still exist. Once a
prisoner admitted to the charge of which he was accused, he was forced to write out his confession , which
could be up to several hundred pages long. With prisoners sometimes having to eat insects for survival,
conditions in the prison were so bad that some died before they could be executed. Today, the prison is a
museum dedicated to the people who died there. When the museum was opened to the Cambodian public in
July , it drew an estimated , Cambodian visitors by October of that year. Their extensive research has played a
valuable role in providing evidence for the tribunals trying former Khmer leaders for their crimes. The project
is a personal mission for Chhang. He and his family were victims of the Cambodian genocide. When he was
only 15 years old, Chhang was publicly tortured and then imprisoned for taking mushrooms from a rice field.
In jail, Chhang pleaded for his life for months until an older prisoner approached the prison chief and claimed
that he was the real culprit. Chhang was let go, but the older man was executed. Chhang also lost his
grandparents, three uncles, an aunt, and numerous other relatives. Chhan Touch Along with 18 of his family
members, Pin Yathay was one of the two million people evacuated from Phnom Penh and sent to live in the
countryside. Before he escaped from Cambodia in summer , Yathay and his relatives were forced to do
backbreaking labor. Leaving their only surviving son with a couple whose children had all died, Yathay and
his wife joined a group of 10 other people to make a run for Thailand. After a two-month journey, only Yathay
was able to flee across the border. Yathay was one of the earliest people to bring attention to the crimes of the
Khmer Rouge. In late , he published an account of his experiences called Murderous Utopia. Another book,
Stay Alive, My Son, followed in Sadly, Yathay has never been able to find the boy, and it is unknown
whether he is still alive. In Singapore in summer , they met an English teacher named John Dewhirst.
Dewhirst was traveling through Asia on holiday, and Hamill and Glass invited him to come along with them
to Bangkok. After stopping near the Cambodian island of Koh Tang, possibly because of a storm, the Foxy
Lady was attacked by a Khmer Rouge patrol boat. Glass was shot and killed. Dewhirst and Hamill were
captured and thrown in the S prison. He also said that he had come to Cambodia on a spying mission and that
his father was also a CIA agent. With the authorities now satisfied, Dewhirst and Hamill were sentenced to
execution. Robert Stewart Dith Pran, the son of a public works official, was a gifted translator who worked as
an interpreter for the American military from until Continuing to translate in the s, he worked with Sydney
Schanberg, a journalist who covered Asia and the situation in Cambodia for The New York Times. After the
Khmer Rouge seized power in , Schanberg was forced to leave the country, and Pran was left behind. With the
Khmer Rouge in charge, Pran worked as a taxi driver and kept his past as an educated journalist and translator
a secret. He was eventually exiled to the countryside, where he sometimes worked as long as 18 hours a day.
Forced to eat bark and mice to survive, Pran was almost killed after he stole some rice one night. When Pran
returned to his home village after the Khmer Rouge was overthrown in , he discovered that his father and four
of his siblings were dead. The Khmer Rouge had treated the villagers without mercy. Although Pran was put
in charge of the village by the occupying Vietnamese, he fled to Thailand after his American connections were
made known. Once he was out of Cambodia, Pran was reunited with Schanberg in a refugee camp. As he was
performing an operation, Khmer Rouge soldiers marched into the hospital room and asked if he was a doctor.
Ngor replied that the doctor had just run out the back door. Fearing for his life, Ngor fled and regretfully left
the patient to bleed to death. Like Pran, Ngor posed as an uneducated taxi driver. His cover was blown twice,
however, and in one close incident, he was forced to remain in a hut with other people as it was set on fire.
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Anyone who ran out was shot on sight. Only Ngor and 30 others survived the incident. By the time Ngor and a
niece escaped to Thailand in , most of his family, including his wife, had died. After he moved to the US in
and appeared in The Killing Fields in , Ngor used his fame to bring awareness and help to Cambodian
genocide victims. Although he survived the ruthless Khmer Rouge, Ngor suffered a senseless, violent death in
front of his home. In , Ngor was ambushed by three Asian-American gangsters in a robbery. They took his
gold Rolex watch but shot him to death after he refused to hand over a gold locket which contained a portrait
of his dead wife. Many in the Cambodian community suspected that Ngor was killed on the orders of Pol Pot
or some other Khmer Rouge official. Sorinchan Suzana Although a left-wing movement, the Khmer Rouge
was fiercely xenophobic. Many of these minority groups were nearly exterminated during the genocide. Over ,
Vietnamese were kicked out of the country in Most of the , Vietnamese left behind perished in the next few
years. Half of the Chinese population died there, many of them from hunger and disease. Especially targeted
for elimination were the Cham people, a Muslim minority with a distinct culture and history from the Khmers.
Mosques were destroyed, and prayer was forbidden, even at home. Korans were also banned , and according
to survivor Him Soh, they were used as toilet paper. In September , when the Cham village of Svay Khleang
was attacked by the Khmer Rouge, the Chams put up a brave resistance using only swords and machetes. The
rebellion was put down after a few days. Like the inhabitants of many other Cham villages, the people of Svay
Khleang were removed and then scattered over the country. The exact death toll for the Chams has never been
clearly established. Estimates range between , and , deaths. Buddhist temples, known as wats, served various
functions in their communities, including teaching young people and providing welfare for the poor and sick.
They were an important national institution, but the Khmer Rouge considered Buddhism a reactionary religion
and was determined to wipe out its influence throughout the country. Buddhist monks were mocked and
humiliated. In a cruel joke that disobeyed their dietary laws, they were forced by the Khmer Rouge to drink
alcohol and eat large meals. Books of Buddhist scriptures were burned, and temples were destroyed. Many
monks were sent to work in the countryside, where they died from starvation and overwork. The wats they left
behind were used as torture chambers and storage centers, with some even used to hold pigs. In , the
government counted 66, monks living in 4, wats. A report estimated that 25, monks had been executed, and
half of the wats had been destroyed. However, the impact from Khmer Rouge times is still strongly felt. After
the loss of so many leaders, some communities have struggled to teach and ordain new monks. One of
thousands of mass graves from Khmer Rouge times, Choeung Ek contains the remains of more than 8, people
who were executed there. A Buddhist stupa on the site holds thousands of human skulls. Most victims,
including children, were tortured before they were killed. Sometimes, small children and babies were smashed
against trees until they died. After being attacked, victims were pushed into the graves they had dug, and dirt
was thrown over them. Some people survived the torture and were buried alive. In , there are still killing fields
that have yet to be excavated. Due to the shallowness of the graves, old bones and teeth sometimes turn up
around the country after a heavy rainfall. These supporters had harshly criticized the previous,
American-backed Lon Nol regime and the deadly bombing campaigns that the US had carried out in
Cambodia during the Vietnam War. Now they hoped that the Khmer Rouge would disprove Western fears that
a Southeast Asian country ruled by communists would be a disaster. Even as refugee stories started leaking
out of Cambodia, these intellectuals downplayed Khmer Rouge atrocities and charged that refugee reports
were exaggerated or false. In May , the US Congress launched an investigation into the Cambodian crisis at
the urging of Representative Stephen Solarz, who had talked to refugees in Thailand. Starvation and
Revolution, which was reviewed favorably by Noam Chomsky, Porter and his coauthor George Hildebrand
denied the existence of mass starvation in the country and neglected to mention the public executions and
abuses committed against Cambodian minorities. After Vietnam overthrew the Khmer Rouge in , Pol Pot and
his followers fled to Thailand, where they waged a guerrilla war against the new, Vietnamese-backed
Cambodian government. Until pressure to prosecute the leaders of the Khmer Rouge escalated in the s, the
Khmer Rouge held the Cambodian seat in the United Nations as part of an anti-Vietnamese coalition until
Although many Khmer Rouge leaders have since been brought to justice for their crimes, Pol Pot was never
prosecuted, having died in Tristan Shaw runs a blog, Bizarre and Grotesque , where he writes about unsolved
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murders , paranormal phenomena , and other creepy things.
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